Do Eve's alleles live on?
Consider a random sample of genes at a locus, drawn from a population evolving according to the infinitely many, neutral, alleles model. The sample will have a most recent common ancestor gene, which we shall call 'Eve'. The probability distribution, for the number of genes of oldest allelic type in a sample, is known and has a neat form. Rather less is known about the distribution for the number of genes in the sample which are of the same allelic type as Eve possessed. If the latter number is positive, then these genes are automatically of the oldest type in the sample. But Eve may have no non-mutant descendants in the sample; then, the oldest allele will be a mutant arising in a line of descent after Eve. The paper studies the number of non-mutant descendants from Eve, its distribution and moments. It seems that there may be few neat results. In large samples, the proportion of genes of Eve's type has an approximate beta-like density, together with a discrete probability atom at zero, if the mutation rate parameter is low. Extinction of the allele of even the population's common ancestor is possible, but not certain, and bounds are obtained for its probability. Some comments are made about the applications and implications of the results for human mitochondrial DNA.